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A sufficient condition is given for processes admitting a series expansion with partially dependent 
components to have nonrandom oscillation. Included are infinitely divisible processes with no 
Gaussian component. This immediately gives information about the sample paths of such proces- 
ses, e.g. a Belayev type dichotomy between path continuity and unboundedness for stationary or 
self-similar processes. The sufficient condition for nonrandom oscillation is shown to be necessary 
for a large class of infinitely divisible processes to have finite nonrandom oscillation. It is also 
used to relate path continuity to continuity at each point. Similar results are described for path 
differentiability. 
nonrandom oscillation * partial dependence * infinitely divisible processes * sample paths * path 
differentiability 
1. Introduction 
The oscillation of a stochastic process was defined by It8 and Nisio (1968) and 
proved to be nonrandom for mean square continuous Gaussian processes. They 
used this result to give an elegant description of the paths of such processes. Later 
these results were extended by Jain and Kallianpur (1972) to multiparameter 
Gaussian processes and recently Fernique (1987) considered vector valued Gaussian 
processes. Fernique (1983) has also shown that certain non-Gaussian random 
processes of integral type have a nonrandom oscillation. 
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The above results are proved using a series expansion X(t) = C X,,(t) in terms 
of independent path continuous components Xn(t). Theorem l(a) shows that we 
can also establish nonrandom oscillation for processes with a series expansion 
having some dependence among the terms X,,(t). Our main example is the class of 
real valued infinitely divisible processes with no Gaussian component having a 
stochastic integral representation X(t) = j,f( t, s)M(ds), t E T, T a v-compact 
metric space (see Section 2 for precise definitions). Theorem l(b) states that con- 
tinuity of the sections {f( . , s), s E S} is a sufficient condition for the oscillation of 
X to be nonrandom, thus extending Fernique’s result (Fernique, 1983, Theorem 
1.3.4.(c)) to a larger class of processes. As in It& and Nisio (1968), this gives detailed 
information about the paths of X. In particular, Belayev’s Alternative holds for 
stationary (or self-similar) processes: continuity of the sections f( . , s) implies that 
the paths are either a.s. continuous or a.s. unbounded on every open set. 
Initially, this condition on the sections may seem contrived. We argue that it is 
the appropriate condition to replace the Gaussian mean squared continuity assump- 
tion. Examples show that continuity in probability or LP(R, P) continuity are not 
sufficient conditions to guarantee nonrandom oscillation, and in Theorem 2 we 
prove that a technical weakening of continuity of the sections f( . , s) is necessary 
for a large class of infinitely divisible processes to have a finite, nonrandom oscilla- 
tion. This class includes symmetric stable, semi-stable, and gamma processes. 
A corollary shows that for infinitely divisible processes that are continuous in 
probability, path continuity is equivalent to continuity at each point and continuity 
of all the sections {f( . , s), s E S}. Finally, we outline similar results for path differen- 
tiability of a process in terms of differentiability of the sections f( . , s). 
In Section 2 we state our definitions and results precisely, the proofs are in Section 
3. The approach uses exchangeability instead of independence. The main tool for 
infinitely divisible processes is a series representation in the form developed in 
Rosinski (1989) (see Section 3). The contributions of the paper are first, the broaden- 
ing of the class of processes having nonrandom oscillation and second, showing 
that continuity of the kernel sections for infinitely divisible processes of integral 
form is necessary for nonrandom oscillation. 
2. The oscillation 
We consider real stochastic processes X = {X( t, w), t E T} on a probability space 
(0, 9, P), indexed by a a-compact metric space T. We assume X is separable with 
a countable separating set T,c T. For each path X( . , w) of X the oscillation 
function is defined by 
W(t, a) =liFU\up IX(u, w) -X(0, w)l. 
U,Ut r,, 
(1) 
Since the separating set To is countable, { W(t, w), t e T} is a stochastic process. 
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Clearly X ( . , w) is continuous at t if and only if W(t, w) = 0. We say X has a 
nonrandom oscillation if there exists a deterministic function w( .) from T to the 
extended real line such that 
P{wEfl: W(t,w)=w(t) forevery tET}=l. 
When X is a Gaussian process that is continuous in probability (equivalently, 
mean square continuous), It6 and Nisio (1968) and Jain and Kallianpur (1972) 
have shown that its oscillation process is nonrandom. In contrast, there are infinitely 
divisible processes that are continuous in probability but have random oscillation 
process. 
Example 1. Let X(t) = Z( t+ 1) -Z(t), 0~ t S 1, where Z is a non-Gaussian Levy 
process. Then X is stationary, continuous in probability, and has bounded, discon- 
tinuous paths with no fixed point of discontinuity. Hence, the oscillation process 
is random, in fact W( t, w) = 1X( t+, w) -X( t--, w)(. 
Thus for non-Gaussian infinitely divisible processes to have nonrandom oscillation 
a property other than continuity in probability is required. The class of infinitely 
divisible processes we consider are stochastic integrals of the form 
f(t,S)M(ds) a.s., tET. (2) 
Here S is any set; Y is a delta ring of subsets of S; S can be written as a countable 
union of elements in Y; A4 = {M(A), A E 9’} is an independently scattered, sym- 
metric, infinitely divisible random measure with no Gaussian component; and the 
kernel .f is a real valued deterministic function on T x S such that the stochastic 
integral can be defined in probability in the usual manner (for definition and 
properties see Rajput and Rosinski, 1989). This class includes the important cases 
of harmonizable and moving average infinitely divisible processes. In fact every 
continuous (or separable) in probability, symmetric, infinitely divisible process with 
no Gaussian component is equal in distribution to such a stochastic integral (Rajput 
and Rosinski, 1989). 
We will show below that continuity of the sections {f( . , s), s E S} of the kernel 
f in (2) is sufficient for X to have a nonrandom oscillation function. In general, 
continuity of the sections off neither implies nor is implied by the continuity in 
probability of X. 
We will actually establish the nonrandom oscillation for a much larger class of 
processes. This class includes continuous Gaussian processes, processes with 
independent series expansions considered by Fernique (1983), shot noise processes, 
as well as infinitely divisible processes of form (2). 
Let 2 = (Z, , Z,, . . .) be an infinite sequence of independent identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random elements with values in some measurable space (A, d) and let {g,} 
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be a sequence of real measurable functions on T x A”. We consider processes with 
series expansion 
{X(t)++ : g,(t,Z),tET , 
i 
(3) 
n=, I 
where the series converges a.s. for every TV T, and 5 means equality of all finite 
dimensional distributions. Gaussian processes are of the form (3) by the Karhunen- 
Loke expansion. Processes considered in Fernique (1983) of the form 2 X,,(t), 
where X, are independent, can be put in form (3) with X,,(t) = g,(t, 2,) for 
appropriate g, ; this follows by a standard measure theoretic argument using 
Kuratowski’s Isomorphism Theorem. Filtered Poisson processes or shot noise pro- 
cesses 2 h(t, r,, &), where the shot times (7,) form a Poisson or, more generally, a 
renewal stream of events independent of the random attributes (5,) which are i.i.d., 
are of form (3) with 2, = (&,, 7, -r,_,). Infinitely divisible processes of form (2) 
are shown in Rajput and Rosinski (1989) to have a series representation of form 
(3); this is described in Section 3. 
Theorem 1. Let X = {X(t), t E T} be a real, separable process, where T is a u-compact 
metric space. 
(a) Suppose X can be written in form (3) where the functions {g,} satisfy the 
following conditions. 
(al) (continuity of t-sections) For every n 2 1 and z E A”, g,(t, z) is a continuous 
function oft. 
(a2) (eventual finite permutation invariance of z-sections) For every n 32 there 
exists an integer N(n) 2 1 such that for every permutation rr of (1,. . . , n}, we have 
g,(t,z)=g,(t,z,) for all jzN(n), tET, ZEAL, where z,=(z,~~~,...,z,(,~, 
z,+1, zn+2,. . . 1. 
Then X has nonrandom oscillation. 
(b) If X is an infinitely divisible process ofform (2) with all sections {f ( . , s), s E S} 
continuous, then X has nonrandom oscillation. 
Processes which satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 1, have the following path 
properties (A)-(D) as in Fernique (1983) and Ito and Nisio (1968). We will justify 
these properties and prove the new property (E) after the proof of Theorem 1. 
(A) There exist nonrandom functions w,(t), w?(t) * 0 with w(t) = wl( t) + w2( t) such 
that for each t E T, with probability one, 
limsupX(u)=X(t)+w,(t) and liminfX(u)=X(t)-w2(t). 
U’, U-I 
UC-r, UETO 
(B) Zf the nonrandom oscillation process is bounded away from zero on a dense 
subset of some open set U, then with probability one the paths of the process are 
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unbounded on this set, 
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P limsupIX(u)(=+ooforevery tE U =l. 
{ U-+, I 
UiT” 
(C) The nonrandom oscillation function w(t) is upper semicontinuous and such that 
all sets {t E T: a =G w(t) <a} are nowhere dense, a > 0. (Unlike the Gaussian case, 
we do not know whether any function satisfying (C) can be realized as the oscillation 
function of an infinitely divisible processes without Gaussian component, even when 
T = [0, 11.) 
(D) (Belayev’s Alternative) rf T is a metric group and X is stationary then the 
oscillarion is either identically 0 or identically +a. Hence, with probability one the 
paths of X are either continuous or unbounded on every open neighbourhood of T 
(E) Zf T=[O,a] and X is self-similar (i.e. {X(ct), ta0) 2 {c”X(t), tz0) for 
every c> 0 and some H > 0), then with probability one the paths of X are either 
continuous or unbounded on every interval. 
A natural question is to find necessary conditions for a process to have nonrandom 
oscillation. The following example shows that the known sufficient condition for 
nonrandom oscillation in the Gaussian case, continuity in probability, is not 
necessary. 
Example 2. Let c be any positive number, B(t), t 2 0, Brownian motion, and define 
X(t)=B(t)forO~t<landX(t)=B(t)+cfort 5 1. Then X is a Gaussian process 
with finite, nonrandom oscillation function W(t) =0 for t # 1 and W(1) = c, but X 
is not continuous in probability at t = 1. 
In contrast to Gaussian processes, certain classes of infinitely divisible processes 
of form (2) must have kernels with ‘essentially’ continuous sections if their oscillation 
is finite and nonrandom. To make this precise we need the following definition. A 
kernel f0 is a modijication off if for every t E T, f (t, . ) = fO( t, . ) m-a.e., where m is 
a control measure for the random measure M (see Rosinski, 1989). Because (2) 
remains valid if f is replaced by a modification, we have two obvious statements. 
First, Theorem l(b) can be strengthened by replacing the condition on sections of 
f with “f has a modification f. such that all sections {fO(. , s), s E S}, are continuous”. 
Second, any converse to Theorem l(b) must take into account possible modifications 
off: 
To state the next result we need a condition on the random measure M in (2). 
For A E Y’, let FA be the L&y measure of M(A), i.e. 
E exp{iuM(A)} = exp cos ux - l)&(dx) 
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Define the condition: 
For every A E Y with &{(O, cc)} > 0, 
we have FA{ (x, 00)) > 0 for all x > 0. 
Symmetric stable, semi-stable and gamma random measures all satisfy (5). 
(5) 
Theorem 2. Let T be a separable u-compact metric space and let X be an infinitely 
divisible process of form (2) whose random measure M satisfies (5). If X has a jnite 
nonrandom oscillation, then every kernel f has a modtfication f0 with all sections 
{ fO( . , s), s E S}, continuous. 
We suspect that condition (5) can be dropped in Theorem 2, i.e. no additional 
hypotheses on M are necessary. However, the finiteness of the oscillation function 
is shown to be necessary for Theorem 2 by the following example. 
Example 3. Define X(t) = jym k( t - s)Z(ds), t E R, where Z is the a-stable Levy 
process, 0 < (Y < 2, k(u) = eP”uPP1 CO,~j(u) and /3 > l/a. Since k E L”(R, Leb), X is 
a well defined a-stable process which is stationary and continuous in probability 
(the latter is equivalent to k( . -h) - k( . ) + 0 in L”(R, Leb) as h + 0; Schilder, 1970). 
Since each section k( . -s) of the kernel is unbounded for every s, Theorem 4 in 
Rosinski (1989) shows that the paths of X are unbounded on every interval with 
positive probability, which must be 1 by the O-l law for stable processes. Since X 
is symmetric and unbounded on every interval, its oscillation is identically +a. 
Thus X has nonrandom oscillation, but this kernel cannot be modified to have 
continuous sections. 
As we noted above, every symmetric infinitely divisible process with no Gaussian 
component that is continuous (or separable) in probability admits a representation 
(2). For nonrandom oscillation, Theorem l(b) and Theorem 2 show that continuity 
of sections for any kernel f (or modification fJ is the appropriate replacement for 
the mean squared continuity assumption made in the Gaussian case. This idea 
extends beyond the oscillation results to other path properties. For instance, it is 
well known that local and global path continuity are equivalent for mean squared 
continuous Gaussian processes. The next corollary gives the analog of this result 
for non-Gaussian infinitely divisible processes; for stable processes this is Theorem 
5 in Nolan (1989). 
Corollary 1. Let X be a symmetric infinitely divisible process on a o-compact index 
set T that is continuous (or separable) in probability and has no Gaussian component. 
Then X has a version with a.s. continuous paths if and only tfit is a.s. continuous at 
each fixed t E T and some (equivalently every) kernel f has a modtjication f0 with 
sections { fO( . , s), s E S}, continuous. 
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When T is an interval in 3, we can obtain results on path differentiability similar 
to the above results on path continuity. For any process {X(t), t E Tc R}, the 
modulus of differentiability is defined by 
A(t,w)=limsup 
X(u, o)-X(v, w) X(u’, w)-X(V’, w) - 
u-v u’- v’ 
where the lim sup is over u, u, u’, V’E To, u f v, u’f v’, u, u, u’, v’+ t. If X satisfies 
the assumptions in Theorem 1 with continuity of {g,( . , z), z E A”, n 2 l}, {f( . , s), 
s E S} replaced by differentiability, then the method of proof of Theorem 1 shows 
that A( t, w) is nonrandom. Hence the paths of X are either a.s. differentiable at 
t (A( t, w) = 0 a.s.) or are all ‘uniformly nondifferentiable’ at t (A( t, 6.1) > 0 a.s.). In 
particular, a stationary process X is either path differentiable as. or has unbounded 
modulus of differentiability everywhere. The analog of Theorem 2 also holds. As 
in Corollary 1, we can show that such processes have as. differentiable paths if and 
only if the paths are as. differentiable at each point and the sections of a modification 
off are differentiable. 
3. Proofs 
In the proofs we use the oscillation process of X on a closed set Cc T: 
d(u, c,+, d(v, ci+ 1 (6) 
It is clear that W, ({ t}, w) = W, (t, w) ( see It6 and Nisio, 1968), W is homogeneous: 
Wax(C,w)=lalWx(C,w), and W is subadditive: Wx+v(C,v)~ Wx(C,w)+ 
W,(C, w). Also, if Y is any path continuous process, and T is o-compact, then 
W,+,(C, w) = W,(C, w). (7) 
We also use the LePage-type series representation for processes of form (2) 
developed in Rosinski (1989): 
{X(t), tE T} 2 {Y(t), tE T} where Y(t)= $ M(~n, &)“I-(4 5n) (8) 
n=, 
and the series converges a.s. Here {E,}, {e,} and {&}, are defined on a probability 
space (O’, 9’, P’) and are independent of each other; the F,‘S are i.i.d. Rademacher 
r.v.‘s (Pr(E,=l)=Pr(e,=-l)=$);T,=e,+...+e,, where the e,‘s are i.i.d. 
exponential r.v.‘s (Pr( e, > U) = exp( -u)); and the &‘s are i.i.d. S-valued random 
elements whose distribution is a control measure m of M which is chosen such that 
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m(S) = 1. R is a nonnegative function on [0, ~0) x S that depends on the Levy 
measure FA in (4) and on m. More precisely, if FA is decomposed in the form 
I [I 
m 
2F,(B) = ls(x)q(s, dx) m(ds) (9) 
A 0 1 
for every Bore1 set B = [w and A E 9, then R is given by (Rosinski, 1989), 
R(u,s)=inf{x>O: q(s,(x,co))su}. (10) 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Let 2 be defined on a probability space (fl’, 5’, P’). Pick 
any closed set C, any integer n 2 2, and any permutation r of { 1, . . . , n}. Define 
Y(t)= f S;(f, 
,=I 
If in condition (a2), N(n) = 1 then Y”(f) = Y(t) and hence WY-(C, w’) = 
W,(C, LO’). In the more interesting case where N(n) 2 2 we can write by (a2), 
N(fl)Fl cc 
Z) and Y”(t)= f g,(t, 2,). 
,=1 
y”(r)= C g,tf, z7r)+ C gj(4 z7r) 
j=l j=N(n) 
N(n)-1 
and since each gj(. , z) is continuous, we can use (7) to see that Wvn( C, w’) = 
WY(C, w). 
In view of (6), W,(C, .) is a measurable function of the i.i.d. sequence {Z,}T=, , 
and W,(C, w’) = WY-(C, w’) shows that the oscillation of Y on C is unchanged 
under finite permutations of {Z,,}F=, . Hence by the Hewitt-Savage O-l Law, 
W,( C, . ) is nonrandom, i.e. 
P’{W’E 0’: W,( c, w’) = W(C)} = 1 
for every closed subset C and T and some constant w(C). 
The rest of the argument follows as It6 and Nisio (1968) and Jain and Kallianpur 
(1972): each singleton {t} can be written as the intersection of decreasing sets chosen 
from the closures of a countable topological basis of (T, d), and the oscillation is 
continuous along such decreasing sequences of sets. It follows that the oscillation 
process of Y, and hence of X, is nonrandom. 
(b) In view of (S), X has representation (3) with Z,, = (E,, e,, &), z = {z,}, z, = 
(%,I 3 zn.2, z,,,)~{*l}x(O,c~)xS=A, 
g,(t, z)=z,,,R(z,,z+. . .+zn,2, zn,Jf(f, zn,d. 
Condition (a2) is clearly satisfied with N(n) = n + 1, and (al) follows from the 
assumed continuity of the sectionsf( . , s). The result then follows from part (a). 0 
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The justification for path properties (A)-(D) after Theorem 1 are essentially those 
of It8 and Nisio (1968) and Fernique (1983). One must use the series representation 
(3) or (8) in place of the Karhunen-Lo&e expansion and the Hewitt-Savage O-l 
Law as we did in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of (E). It follows from (6) and the self-similarity of X that for fixed c > 0 
and O<s<t, we have 
W,(~[s,t],w)~z.limlimsup 
nTs k?cn 
IX(u,w)-X(o,w)l:u,L.~O,lu-t’l<~, 
= l)zmTT sup IX(cu’, w)-X(CU’, w)l: u’, V’ZO, l+rl<$ 
’ I 
1 1 
s-- < u’, VI< t+- 
Cn cn I 
1 
s--_(u), VI< t+’ 
C?l cn I 
“2’c”W,([s, t]), w). 
Likewise we obtain that for each c > 0, 
{Wx(c[s, t]),Oss< t} if {CHW,([S, t]),O<s< t}, 
i.e. the oscillation process is also self-similar. Since from the proof of Theorem 1, 
P{w E 0 : Wx([s, t], w) = w([s, t])} = 1 for all 0~ s < t, we have 
P{w E 0: Wx(c[s, t], W) = cHw([s, t]) for all rational c, s, t} = 1, 
and by left and right continuity of the oscillation, 
P(wE0: Wx(ct,w)=cHw(t) for all c>O, t>O}=l. 
Putting t = 1 gives Wx(c, w) = c”w( 1) a.s., so that 
P(wE0: W,(c,~)=w(c)=c~w(l) for all c>O}=l. 
If 0 < w( 1) < ~0 then the nonrandom oscillation function w(c) = c”w( 1) is bounded 
away from zero on each (6, a), 6 > 0, and by property (C), w(c) = +m on (0, a), 
which is a contradiction. If w(1) = 0 then w(c) = 0, c> 0, and if w(1) = +a then 
w(c) = +CO, c > 0, from which the result follows. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let f be a kernel in some representation (2) of X. Since m was 
chosen to be a probability measure, we may view {f( t, . ), t E T}, as a stochastic 
process on (S, m). Let {f,( t, .), t E T}, be its separable (in Doob’s sense) modification 
with countable separating set T, . For the remainder of this proof, replace the original 
separating set To with T,u T, in all oscillations defined below. Since f,( t, .) is a 
separable process and T is a-compact, it is enough to show that W,,( C, .) = 0 a.s. 
for every compact set C = T. Indeed, T =UC,,, where C, are compact. Let S, = 
{.sES: W,l(C,,s)#O}, then m(S,)=O and m(S,)=O where Soo=lJ~=‘=, S,. Hence 
for every TE T, and SEI S,, W,,(t, s)~ sup,, W,(C,,, s) =O. Define 
to get the desired continuous modification of kernel f: 
Let w(t) be the finite, nonrandom oscillation of X, i.e. 
P{W,(t,w)=w(t)forall tET}=l. 
By property (C), w(t) is upper semicontinuous, so for every compact set C c T, 
cp( C) = sup{ w( t): t E C} < 00. Using compactness of C again we get 
W,(C,w)=sup{W,(t,w): tEC}=q(C) a.s. (11) 
Define the stochastic processes t E T, 
Y,(~)=Z(~)+Zz(~), Yz(~)=Z,(f)-Z2(~). 
By symmetry, {X(t), t E T} 5 {Y,(f), t E T} 5 { YJf), t E T}. Let C be a compact 
subset of T. Since 22, = Y, + Y2, 2 Wzl( C, w’) G W,,( C, w’) + Wy2( C, w’). As Y, and 
Yz are versions of X, W,, and Wy2 are versions of W, and (11) implies W,,( C, w’) < 
cp( C) a.s. By definition, Wzl( C, w’) = R( T, , 5,) W,,,.,,,,( C, co’), so we conclude that 
0s R(T,, 5,) Wr,(.,r,j(C, w’)~ P(C) a.s. 
We now use assumption (5) to show that R has the property: 
(12) 
1:~ R( u, s) = +OO for m-a.e. s. (13) 
Assume that this is not the case, i.e. there exists a b > 0 such that A= 
{s E S: limUl,R(u, s) < b} has positive m measure. Since m is a control measure of 
M, this says FA{(O, 00)) > 0. But the definition of A and (10) show that q(s, (b, CO)) = 0 
for all s E A and (9) yields that F,((b, 00)) =O. This contradicts (5), proving (13). 
Taken together, (12) and (13) force W’;,.,,l,(C, w’) = 0 a.s., which concludes the 
proof. Indeed, 7, takes values in every interval (0, 6) with positive probability 
because it is an exponential r.v. Since 7, is independent of tl, (13) implies that 
R( 7,) 5,) can be arbitrarily large for a.e. realization of 5,. For the product in (11) 
to be uniformly bounded, we must have Wf,,.,,l,( C, w’) = 0 a.s., i.e. &( C, s) = 0 for 
m-a.e. s. 0 
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Proof of Corollary 1. As. path continuity on T implies as. continuity at each t in 
T, and Theorem 4 of Rosinski (1989) implies every kernel f has a modification 
whose sections are all continuous. The converse follows from Theorem 1. 0 
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